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Abstract. Consistent and flawless communication between humans and machines
is the precondition for a computer to process instructions correctly. While ma-
chines use well-defined languages and formal rules to process information, hu-
mans prefer natural language expressions with vague semantics. Similarity com-
parisons are central to the human way of thinking: we use similarity for reasoning
on new information or new situations by comparing them to knowledge gained
from similar experiences in the past. It is necessary to overcome the differences
in representing and processing information to avoid communication errors and
computation failures.
We introduce an approach to formalize the semantics of natural language spatial
relations and specify it in a computational model which allows for similarity com-
parisons. This paper describes an experiment that investigates human similarity
perception between spatial relations and compares it to the similarity determined
by the our semantic similarity measure.

1 Introduction

Any computer system working with spatial data or interacting with the environment
must have the capability to communicate with humans about environments. Spatial
human-machine communication via natural language poses great problems: natural lan-
guage spatial relations are highly ambiguous with only vaguely specified semantics [1,
2] and therefore cannot be easily formalized. However, computers require a formal
model to understand and process the semantics of spatial relations. For a computer to
be able to understand and express spatial configurations in natural language would be
the key to eliminate human-machine communication problems and increase usability.

Shariff, Egenhofer and Mark [3–5] developed a formal model to describe natural
language spatial relations: following the premise topology matters, metric refines they
investigated several topologic and metric properties of natural language expressions in
an experiment conducted on human subjects. Based on their findings, we propose to
specify the semantics of spatial relations in natural language by describing all possible
formal spatial relations which might apply to the spatial setting described by the natural
language term. Hence we use formal spatial relations as qualities to describe natural
language spatial relations.

While equality and inequality is very easy to detect for computers, similarity is a
vague and relatively undefined measure to compare entities. However, similarity plays
an important role in the human cognition: the sense of similarity is the foundation for the



human ability to classify similar entities, to reason on similar situations and for learn-
ing. Gärdenfors proposed conceptual spaces [6–8] as a cognitively plausible framework
for representing information at a conceptual level. We apply the theory of conceptual
spaces to a geometric similarity measure for natural language spatial relations: here the
conceptual space is formed by a set of quality dimensions which are grounded in well-
defined formal spatial relations. Each natural language spatial relation is specified by
values on the quality dimensions and therefore occupies a region within the conceptual
space. The geometric space is then used to determine the semantic distance between the
natural language expressions.

A semantic similarity measure therefore enables a machine to compare instructions
given by humans: when it receives a new instruction it can search for similar instruc-
tions in the past and reuse its ”experiences”. Similarity comparisons are important to
simulate human reasoning processes and offer the vagueness and flexibility that formal-
logic reasoning is often lacking. The ability of judging similarity is necessary to react
adequately to new situations by comparing them to experiences learned in the past. We
consider similarity comparisons as an important form of non-classical reasoning.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: section 2 gives an overview
of the related work concerning our semantic similarity measure between spatial rela-
tions, which is described in section 3. Section 4 explains the calculation procedure in
our similarity measure with concrete data, the setting of our experiment and the statis-
tical parameters. In section 5 we discuss the results. The final section summarizes the
outcome of the paper and outlines directions for future work.

2 Related Work

This section describes how formal spatial relations build the basis for Shariff’s model to
describe natural language spatial relations. Additionally we describe Gärdenfors’ theory
of conceptual spaces which is used as framework for our similarity measure.

2.1 Semantics of Natural Language Spatial Relations

Formal spatial relations - topologic [9], metric [10] or direction relations [11, 12] - have
well-defined semantics, but natural language spatial relations have complex semantics
often implying more than one type of formal spatial relation. While people are more fa-
miliar with using spatial terms in their natural languages, systems use definitions based
on a computational model for spatial relations. To bridge this gap Shariff, Egenhofer
and Mark [3, 4] developed a model defining the geometry of spatial natural language
relations following the premise topology matters, metric refines [13]. This model for
spatial relations consists of two layers: first it captures the topology between lines and
regions based on the 9-Intersection model. The second layer analyzes the topologic con-
figuration according to a set of metric properties: splitting, closeness and approximate
alongness.

Topologic properties. Based on the Egenhofer’s 9-intersection model [14] there
can be identified 19 different relations between lines and regions [15]. A conceptual
neighborhood graph arranges these relations in a way that it corresponds to the human



similarity perception: the nearer two relations are within the graph, the more similar
they are (see [15] for discussion on different possible conceptual neighborhood graphs).
Shariff et al. used the conceptual neighborhood graph illustrated in figure 1 to describe
natural language spatial relations.

Fig. 1. Conceptual neighborhood graph of topologic relations between line and region [4, p. 301].

A natural language spatial relation can be described by one or several topologic
relations: Egenhofer and Mark showed in a human subject test [16] that the relations
cross and intersect were both associated with the topologic relation A in figure 1 and
the relation alongEdge with relation B and C.

Metric properties. The metric properties of natural language spatial relations refer
to the ratios of certain distances, length or size differences of the region and the line.
Splitting determines the way a region is divided by a line and vice versa. Closeness
describes the distance of a region’s boundary to the disjoint parts of the line. Approx-
imate alongness is a combination of the closeness measures and the splitting ratios: it
assesses the length of the section where the line’s interior runs parallel to the region’s
boundary. The following list describes the fifteen different metric configurations pro-
posed by Shariff et al. Several are illustrated in figure 2.

– Interior/Exterior Area Splitting: describes how the line separates the interior/exterior
of the region.

– Interior/Exterior Traversal Splitting: describes the ratio of the line lying inside/outside
the region to the length of the whole line.

– Perimeter/Line Alongness: describes the ratio of the line lying on the region’s
boundary to the length of the region’s boundary or to the line’s length.

– Region Boundary Splitting: describes how the boundary of the line splits the bound-
ary of the region.

– Inner/Outer Closeness: the distance between the line’s and the region’s boundary
with the line’s boundary being inside/outside the region.

– Inner/Outer Nearness: the distance between the line’s interior and the region’s
boundary with the line being completely inside/outside the region.



– Inner/Outer Approximate Perimeter Alongness assesses how the line’s interior splits
a buffer zone around the region’s boundary with the buffer zone being inside/outside
the region.

– Inner/Outer Approximate Line Alongness assesses the length of the line’s interior
falling within a buffer zone around the region’s boundary with the buffer zone being
inside/outside the region.

Fig. 2. Illustration of several metric measures: Interior Area Splitting (IAS), Exterior Traversal
Splitting (ETS), Line Alongness (LA), Outer Approximate Perimeter Alongness (OPA) and Outer
Nearness (ON) [3, pp. 212–214].

We are aware of the fact that this computational model does not include a ”com-
plete” semantic description of natural language spatial relations. It does not consider
directional properties, neither other aspects such as functional properties of spatial re-
lations [17]. However, our experiment will show that the combination of topologic and
metric properties already serves as a good approximation of the semantics inherent in
natural language spatial relations and is very useful for the similarity comparison.

2.2 Gärdenfors’ Conceptual Spaces

The notion of a conceptual space was introduced by Peter Gärdenfors as a framework
for representing information at the conceptual level [6–8]. Conceptual spaces can be
utilized for knowledge representation and support semantic similarity measurement. A
conceptual space is formalized as a multidimensional space consisting of a set of quality



dimensions. 1 The quality dimensions can have any geometric or topologic structure:
in figure 3 are shown two linear dimensions. Each concept is described on the quality
dimensions with either a single value or an interval. Concepts are therefore represented
as n-dimensional convex regions within the conceptual space.

Fig. 3. Two concepts and their semantic distance in a two-dimensional conceptual space.

The fact that conceptual spaces have a metric allows for the calculation of spa-
tial distances between concepts in the space. The spatial distance is interpreted as the
semantic distance: the nearer two concepts are in the conceptual space, the lower is
their semantic distance and the higher is their similarity. The similarity is considered
as a decaying function of the semantic distance [18, 19]. Gärdenfors proposes to use
the Minkowski metrics to calculate the semantic distance. Johannesson and Gärdenfors
demonstrated in experimental studies, that the Euclidian metric is more appropriate
when stimuli are composed of integral, perceptually fused dimensions and the city-
block metric should be preferred when the stimuli are composed of separable dimen-
sions [20, 21].

3 A Semantic Similarity Measure for Natural Language Spatial
Relations

Our semantic similarity measure for natural language spatial relations combines the
above mentioned approaches: Shariff, Egenhofer and Mark showed how natural lan-
guage spatial relations can be described by their topologic and metric properties. We
use their model to determine relevant qualities for the semantic description of spatial
relations. For the similarity comparison we apply Gärdenfors’ theory of conceptual
spaces as a framework to represent the topologic and metric properties and determine

1 Gärdenfors’ conceptual spaces consist of a more complex structure based on domains repre-
sented through a set of integral dimensions, which are distinguishable from all other dimen-
sions. Since this paper focuses on conceptual spaces as a technique for knowledge represen-
tation and similarity measurement, we do not focus on the cognitive foundation of conceptual
spaces, but concentrate only on the methodology to formalize conceptual spaces. We therefore
describe a ”simplified” version of conceptual spaces. The complete cognitive foundation of
conceptual spaces can be found in [6].



the similarity. Via this formalization of natural language spatial relations a machine
cannot only ”understand” the meaning of the spatial relations, but also compare two
relations with respect to their similarity.

3.1 Representation to Formalize Semantics

Shariff et al. proposed 16 different properties to specify the semantics of natural lan-
guage spatial relations.

Topologic properties. The first property describes the topologic relation between
the region and the line. We use the snapshot model (figure 4), a conceptual neighbor-
hood graph between lines and regions, as one quality dimension of the conceptual space.
The topologic properties of natural language spatial relations are described by different
values on this dimension. While most qualities are described on a linear dimension,
this quality dimension has a network structure. This is necessary to reflect the complex
similarity relations between the different topologic configurations. As mentioned above,
there exist different ways to construct the conceptual neighborhood graph between lines
and regions: the snapshot model organizes the relations according to their topological
distance [15, 22]. We chose the snapshot model for our calculations, because tests on
human subjects confirmed that the conceptual neighborhood identified by the snapshot
model corresponds to the way humans conceptualize similarity [15] and corresponds to
groupings people made using natural language spatial relations [23]. Shariff et al. use a
variant of the snapshot model2.

Metric properties. The 15 different metric properties are represented on separate
dimensions: seven for splitting, four for closeness and four for alongness. These dimen-
sions are linear. Based on experiments with human subjects, Shariff et al. determined
the value ranges describing each natural language spatial relation according to the for-
mulas given in section 2.1. Table 1 shows the specification for the same six relations as
above. Not all metric properties are applicable for each spatial relation: For instance,
the dimension Outer Closeness (OC) cannot be determined for the relations enclosed
by, in and inside, because the line is completely inside the region.

Grounding. The proposed semantic similarity measure shall serve as a computa-
tional model to describe the vague semantics of natural language spatial relations in an
unambiguous way. However, this can only be ensured if the dimensions themselves are
grounded. Gärdenfors proposes to ground the dimensions of conceptual spaces in our
sensory perception such as color, sound or taste. Another possibility is to ground dimen-
sions in mathematically well-specified measurements (compare also [25]). The quality
dimensions used in our semantic similarity measure are grounded in formal spatial re-
lations: in mathematics, topologic and metric relations have a clear and unambiguous
definition and semantics.

2 In [5], Shariff uses a conceptual neighborhood which differs in the connections of the very
top relation (figure 1). We discussed our semantic similarity measure using Shariff’s variant
of the snapshot model in [24]. In our approach it is possible to use different conceptual neigh-
borhoods as long as the distances meet the similarity perception of humans. Nevertheless,
the selection of the conceptual neighborhood graph has an influence on the similarity value
computed by our model, because the arrangement and therefore also the measured distances
differ.



Fig. 4. Examples for the topologic description of spatial relations.

Table 1. Examples for the metric description of spatial relations.



3.2 Determining the Similarity via the Semantic Distance

The overall semantic distance between two spatial relations is taken as indicator for the
semantic similarity. Similarity is a decaying function of the semantic distance [18, 19].

Topology dimension. The semantic distance between two different properties on a
network dimension are the shortest distance between the nodes in the network. Figure
4 shows the relations enclosed by, in and inside described by a line lying completely
inside the region and the relations cross, bisect and intersect described by a line
starting outside of the region, crossing the region and ending outside the region again.
The semantic distance between these relations equals four, because the nodes are four
steps away in the network.

distance(x1 ∧ ... ∧ xk, y1 ∧ ... ∧ ym) =
1

k ∗m

k∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

distance(xi, yj)

If a concept is represented by a conjunction of several nodes, i.e. several topologic
configurations are possible for one relation, we compute the average distance as shown
in the above formula. The relation alongEdge in figure 4 is specified by two possible
topologic relations. The semantic distance between alongEdge and cross equals 1.5.
This distance measure was proposed by Rada [26] as semantic distances in a semantic
network.

Metric dimension. The semantic distance on linear dimensions is measured as the
spatial distances by the city-block or the Euclidian metric. The Minkowski metrics is
a generic formula: r = 1 results in the city-block distance and r = 2 in the Euclidean
distance [27].

distance(x, y) = [
n∑

i=1

|xi − yi|r]
1
r

If the spatial relations are described via intervals, the semantic distance is computed
between the mean values of the intervals. In the multidimensional space, this corre-
sponds to the semantic distance between the center points of the regions describing the
spatial relations. The center point of a concept is often interpreted as the prototypical
instance of this concept.

Similarity across different dimensions. The similarity measure determines the se-
mantic distance across all dimensions. However, each dimension represents a different
quality: to make qualities comparable, e.g. by comparing topologic distance to inner
closeness, the values must be standardized and represented in some relative unit of
measurement. This is done by calculating the z scores for these values, also called
z-transformation [28]. We compute the semantic distance based on the standardized
dimension values.

Topology matters, metric refines. According to studies by Egenhofer, Mark et
al., the topologic properties of spatial relations are decisive while metric properties
serve only as refinement. Our similarity measure accounts for the different importance
of dimensions by assigning weighting factors to each quality dimension reflecting the
importance of the dimension.



Spaces with different quality dimensions. Moreover, we have to consider that not
all spatial relations are described by the same set of quality dimensions: some qual-
ity dimensions may not be applicable at all or their values do not matter for a specific
configurations. Therefore the similarity comparison must be able to compare descrip-
tions of spatial relations based on different conceptual spaces. In [29–31] we proposed
a two-step process for computing semantic distances in conceptual spaces based on dif-
ferent dimensions: in the first step we check whether both concepts are described by
the same dimension. For this purpose we introduce a boolean dimension with the value
’yes’ for dimension existence and ’no’ indicating that the dimension is not applicable.
If the dimension is applicable, we compare the values for this quality. This way we can
compare concepts described in non-identical conceptual spaces. The weighting factors
are chosen in a way, that a non-applicable dimension increases the semantic distance
more than different values on the same quality dimension.

4 Experimental Evaluation of the Semantic Similarity Measure

We conducted an experiment to evaluate how well the similarities determined by our
semantic similarity measure meet the similarity perception of humans. For a set of 15
relations we determined the similarity by our similarity measure and asked human sub-
jects to judge the similarity and compared the answers afterwards.

4.1 Similarity Calculation of the Semantic Similarity Measure

This section outlines how we determined the semantic descriptions for natural language
spatial relations as data input for our system and how we transformed semantic dis-
tances in different similarity categories.

Data input. In section 3 we described the dimensions required to specify natural
language spatial relations and the algorithm to determine semantic similarity. The val-
ues on each quality dimension must be specified for the natural language spatial rela-
tions. We used the specification of natural language spatial relations from an experiment
by Mark and Egenhofer [16]: they investigated the conceptualization of spatial relations
in an experiment. The subjects were presented with a picture of a park and a sentence
The road the park with the blank substituted by different natural language spatial
relations. The subjects had to draw a road in the picture such that the resulting drawing
would fit the spatial relation. This way the topologic properties of spatial relations were
determined. Figure 5 shows several sentences and examples of these drawings.

Shariff et al. analyzed the drawings provided by the experiment for the metric prop-
erties of the investigated spatial relations and constructed a complete topologic and
metric description of 59 natural language spatial relations. Figure 4 and table 1 show
only a small set of relations as examples; the complete data can be found in [3] and [5].

Semantic Distances. The semantic measure determines semantic distances rang-
ing between 0.0 and 11.5. These semantic distances need to be interpreted as similarity
values. As we will describe later, we used four different categories to describe the sim-
ilarity of spatial relations: identical, very similar, similar or partially similar and not
similar. To compare human judgements with the system’s similarity values, we require



Fig. 5. Examples from the human subject test [16, 5].

one common scale: table 2 describes the transformation from semantic distances to
those categories.

Table 2. Transformation of semantic distance.

semantic distance similarity categories
0.00 = x identical
0.00 < x ≤ 1.00 very similar
1.00 < x ≤ 4.85 similar or partially similar
4.85 < x not similar

Figure 6 visualizes the results of the similarity measure: multidimensional scaling
groups the relations into four major clusters which can be interpreted as follows:

– all inside relations are grouped together, here: enclosedBy, in, inside and within,
– all outside or disjoint relations are grouped together, here: alongEdge, avoid,

bypass and near,
– all cross relations are grouped together, here: bisect, cross, intersect, split, transect,

traverse, and
– the enter relation is separate from the others and is the fourth cluster.

These results agree with findings from Mark and Egenhofer: they investigated the pro-
totypicality of spatial relations: inside, outside, cross, and enter have been identified
as the most frequently used group prototypes (compare figure 11 in [23]).

4.2 Similarity Judgements of Human Subjects

Similarity can be measured either directly via similarity judgements or indirectly for
example via confusion probability of stimuli (the more similar two stimuli are, the more
likely is it to confuse them). The questionnaire used in our experiment is designed to
measure similarity in a direct way. In the following we describe the method of the
experiment.



Participants. Out of 23 subjects, who took part in the experiment, we could use
the results of 22 participants for our evaluation. One participant obviously mixed up the
scales and classified identical sentences as ’not similar’. All of them had a university
background, but only 6 of them had a background in geographic information science.
The participants were between 21 and 57 years old, 8 of them were female. All par-
ticipants were either native speakers or had an excellent knowledge in English. The
participation in the experiment was voluntary. The participants were not payed.

Design of the questionnaire. The questionnaire was a pdf form which was filled
in by the participants in front of the computer. The questionnaire compared 15 natural
language spatial relations according to their similarity.

Context has a high influence on similarity judgements [32]. Therefore we chose
the same setting as Mark and Egenhofer did in their experiment, because their results
are used as data input for our similarity measure: Every comparison was done in the
sentence The road the park with the blank substituted by different spatial relations.
In this manner we were able to eliminate context effects by ensuring that participants in
our experiment use the same context as participants in the previous experiments.

In literature it is often argued that similarity is asymmetric [33–37]. Therefore the
questionnaire asked for the similarity twice in both directions: we asked subjects to de-
termine the similarity from one spatial relation to all other 15 spatial relations including
itself. This was repeated one after the other for all 15 spatial relations. Each comparison
of one sentence to all other sentences was done on a separate page and subjects were
instructed not to scroll backwards to look up their previous similarity judgements.

The subjects were asked to choose one of the four categories to determine the sim-
ilarity of sentences: 1 stands for identical, 2 is very similar, 3 is similar or partially
similar and category 4 stands for not similar sentences. There have been several reasons
for reducing the answer possibilities to four categories: especially for non-supervised
internet experiments it is very important that the questionnaire is sufficiently easy for
subjects to answer. We found that ranking all 15 sentences according to their similarity
is difficult and demands a lot of attention. A questionnaire of this size takes more than
60 minutes to answer. As well, using one continuous scale for similarity judgement
expected too much of the participants: subjects complained being unable to assign sen-
sible similarity values to completely dissimilar sentences. The problem of assigning
similarity values to such ”anomalies” have been discussed in literature: To determine
the similarity between two stimuli we usually ”presuppose some amount or type of
similarity” [32, p. 259]. Medin, Goldstone and Gentner point out that humans would
judge the comparison of a relation avoid to avoid as being identical rather than (very)
similar. While the categories ”very similar”, ”similar” and ”partially similar” refer to
different degrees of similarity, identity and non-similarity do not. It is difficult to deter-
mine the similarity degree between two relations avoid and enclosedBy and it is even
more difficult do this consistently across other non-similar relations, i.e. to relate the
degree of similarity to the comparison of the relations near and within. The degree
of similarity can only be determined between stimuli which have a common basis, i.e.
a minimum amount of similarity. Therefore we did not choose one similarity scale but
four different categories in our experiment. In our similarity measure which is based on
the similarity of properties, the maximum similarity (i.e. a semantic distance of zero)



is interpreted as identical and a a high semantic distance is interpreted as non-similar.
For the evaluation of our similarity measure we can therefore assign the four categories
the ordinal ranking order ”identical”, ”very similar”, ”similar or partially similar” and
”non-similar”.

Procedure. The participants received the questionnaire as pdf document via email.
Each of them completed it in front of the computer. The participants had to read the
instructions. On the second page the participants had to determine the similarity of
one sentence describing a spatial relation between the road and the park to each of the
following 15 road-park-sentences. The participants could only use the four categories
”identical”, ”very similar”, ”similar or partially similar” and ”not similar”. After com-
pleting one page, they could go on with the next page and the next road-park-sentence
comparison. They were not allowed to scroll back and look at their previous similarity
judgements. It took the participants approximately 20 minutes to complete the ques-
tionnaire.

4.3 Statistical Parameters

The system shall be evaluated against the human perception of similarity of natural
language spatial relations.3 This assumes that humans have a common opinion on the
similarity of spatial relations. If the subjects themselves disagree about the similarity
of two relations we cannot use these similarity comparisons for our evaluation. We de-
mand that more than 50% of the subjects agreed on one similarity categorization. Out
of 225 similarity comparison there have been 23 relations where subjects did not suffi-
ciently agree on one categorization. These relations were not included in the evaluation.
Therefore the sample size of the evaluation is n = 202. Since the similarity categoriza-
tion has an ordinal scale we computed the average similarity perception of the human
subjects by the median of their answers.

The correlation between the system’s similarity measurement and the subjects’ sim-
ilarity judgements was measured via the Bravais-Pearson-Correlation Coefficient. Ac-
cording to [38, 39] a correlation of r > 0.5 has a great magnitude of effect. For a signif-
icance level α = 0.01 and a power 1−β = 0.8, the optimal sample size is n = 36. Our
sample size is greater and therefore is sufficiently big to make a significant statement 4.

5 Results and Discussion

We compared similarity measurements based on our system to similarity judgements
of participants in our experiment and computed the correlation. The Bravais-Pearson-

3 The system computes the similarity based on the averaged data of the experiment of Mark an
Egenhofer. Therefore it represents the average opinion on the semantics. We do not claim that
the system’s similarity measurements meet the similarity perception of every human, but only
the average opinion. Therefore we did evaluate the system against the average opinion of the
subjects and not against every single subject.

4 The sample size reflects the number of different natural language spatial relations. Since we
want to test our similarity measure for many different relations we chose a very big sample
size. With a correlation coefficient of r = 0.96, the fact that a sample size much greater than
the optimal sample size increases the probability of a type I error should not be a problem.



Correlation Coefficient equals r = 0.96. In general, a correlation greater than 0.8 is
already considered as a very strong correlation. Those relations that we had to exclude
due to disagreement among the subjects on the similarity would have a negative influ-
ence of only 0,01 on the correlation coefficient. To compute the significance we used
the t-test: the resulting t-value is t = 49.55 which leads to p < α. This shows that our
semantic similarity measure is very suitable to determine the similarity of natural lan-
guage spatial relations as humans would perceive it. In almost all cases it was possible
to find the identical, similar and partially similar relations to one spatial relation. The
similarity predictions based on the semantic similarity measure proposed in this paper
can be used to predict reliably the similarity perceived by humans.

Table 3. Results of the semantic similarity of relation pairs determined by the system and the
average opinion of the subjects (similarity measurement of the system, similarity judgement of
human subjects).
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alongEdge (1,1) (3,-) (4,4) (3,2) (4,4) (4,4) (4,4) (4,4) (4,4) (4,4) (3,3) (4,4) (4,4) (4,4) (4,4)
avoid (3,-) (1,1) (4,4) (2,2) (4,4) (4,4) (4,4) (4,4) (4,4) (4,4) (2,3) (4,4) (4,4) (4,4) (4,4)
bisect (4,4) (4,4) (1,1) (4,4) (2,2) (3,-) (3,3) (3,-) (3,-) (2,2) (3,4) (2,2) (2,2) (2,2) (3,-)
bypass (3,2) (2,2) (4,4) (1,1) (4,4) (4,4) (4,4) (4,4) (4,4) (4,4) (2,2) (4,4) (4,4) (4,4) (4,4)
cross (4,4) (4,4) (2,2) (4,4) (1,1) (3,-) (3,3) (3,3) (3,3) (2,2) (3,4) (2,2) (2,2) (2,2) (3,-)
enclosedBy (4,4) (4,4) (3,4) (4,4) (3,-) (1,1) (4,-) (2,2) (2,2) (3,3) (4,4) (3,-) (3,-) (3,-) (2,2)
enter (4,4) (4,4) (3,3) (4,4) (3,3) (4,4) (1,1) (4,-) (4,-) (3,3) (4,4) (3,3) (3,3) (3,3) (4,-)
in (4,4) (4,4) (3,3) (4,4) (3,-) (2,2) (4,3) (1,1) (2,2) (3,3) (4,4) (3,3) (3,3) (3,3) (2,2)
inside (4,4) (4,4) (3,3) (4,4) (3,3) (2,2) (4,3) (2,2) (1,1) (3,3) (4,4) (3,3) (3,3) (3,3) (2,2)
intersect (4,4) (4,4) (2,2) (4,4) (2,2) (3,3) (3,3) (3,3) (3,3) (1,1) (3,4) (2,2) (2,2) (2,2) (3,3)
near (3,2) (2,3) (3,4) (2,-) (3,4) (4,4) (4,4) (4,4) (4,4) (3,4) (1,1) (4,4) (4,4) (4,4) (4,4)
split (4,4) (4,4) (2,2) (4,4) (2,2) (3,3) (3,3) (3,-) (3,3) (2,2) (4,4) (1,1) (2,2) (2,2) (3,3)
transsect (4,4) (4,4) (2,2) (4,4) (2,2) (3,-) (3,3) (3,3) (3,3) (2,2) (4,4) (2,2) (1,1) (2,2) (3,3)
traverse (4,4) (4,4) (2,2) (4,4) (2,2) (3,-) (3,3) (3,-) (3,3) (2,2) (4,4) (2,2) (2,2) (1,1) (3,-)
within (4,4) (4,4) (3,3) (4,4) (3,3) (2,2) (4,3) (2,2) (2,2) (3,3) (4,4) (3,3) (3,3) (3,3) (1,1)

Table 3 shows the similarity determined by the system and the similarity judgements
by the subjects. For better comparison we show both similarities using the same sim-
ilarity categorization; ”-” marks the cases in which subjects did not sufficiently agree
about the similarity value.

While our semantic similarity measure determines only symmetric similarities, the
judgements of the subjects can be asymmetric. However, only four relation pairs out of
225 comparisons have been determined as asymmetric: bisect-enclosedBy, enclosedBy-
enter, alongEdge-near and bypass-near. The first two were not taken into the cal-
culation anyway, because of the high disagreement of subjects on their similarity. The
participants did not agree very much on the last two as well, but 52% agreed on one



categorization and therefore they have been taken into the calculation. Still, four asym-
metric similarity judgements out of 225 comparisons is very low and the similarity
perception of natural language spatial relations seems to be mainly symmetric. There-
fore we think that for the comparison of natural language spatial relations a symmetric
similarity measure reflects best the human similarity perception.

Furthermore we did not discover great difference between subjects depending on
their expertise in geographic information science (GIS), sex or age. However, for a
detailed analysis of possibly influencing facts such as GIS knowledge or language we
need to expand our human subject test.

Fig. 6. Plot of the relations.

The results of a multidimensional analysis of all similarity values is shown in figure
6. Three clusters can be recognized: each cluster contains those relations grouped by the
system and exactly the same relations which were grouped together based on the results
of the human subject test. This figure underlines again graphically how well the system
and the human similarity perception correlate. Only the relation enter differs between
the system and the subjects: this is because the system determined higher dissimilarity
between enter and the cluster of inside-relations than the the human subjects did. 5

5 As shown in table 3, the system judges the similarity from enter to in, inside, and within
as not similar (4). The majority of subjects judged the similarity from enter to in, inside
and within as similarity or partially similar (3). Since the disagreement was too high they
were excluded from the calculation of the correlation coefficient, however had to be included
to compute the multidimensional scaling.



6 Summary and Future Work

In this paper we introduced a semantic similarity measure for natural language spatial
relations. The aim of this similarity measure is to ease human-computer communication
about spatial configuration: using our system, a computer becomes able to compare
natural language spatial relations with respect to their semantic similarity. A computer
can ”understand” spatial relations in natural language and reason on them.

We combined a framework for semantic similarity measurement, namely Gärdenfors
conceptual spaces, with Shariff et al.’s model to describe natural language spatial rela-
tions. Shariff et al.’s description is based on topologic properties and various measures
for metric properties. Each property is represented on a different quality dimension: the
topologic properties are modeled on a network dimension while the metric properties
are modeled on a linear dimension.

In our experiment we computed the similarity of various spatial relations for which
formal descriptions had been produced in advance by a test on human subjects (Mark
et al.). Afterwards we compared the results of our semantic similarity measure with hu-
man similarity judgements on the same similarity measure. We found that our similarity
measure correlates significantly with the answers given by humans. The experimental
investigation shows that this similarity measure can predict reliably the similarities per-
ceived by humans.

So far, the similarity measure is restricted to qualities concerning the topologic and
metric properties of a spatial relation only. To successfully determine the similarities of
natural language spatial relations which also express a certain directional configuration
or functional coherences, we need to extend the similarity measure to also model other
properties of spatial configurations. Moreover, the current model uses the semantic de-
scriptions resulting from relations between lines and regions in a park-road context.
Recently, Nedas et al. [40] and Xu [41] analyzed how line-line natural language spa-
tial relations can be formalized. More work has to be done to test to what extent our
approach can be applied to region-region and line-line spatial relations and to other
domains as well.
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